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You had, then, your little revival of the Golden Age on the
Great Route; and although Boston, that must be always at
work ruining the world, ruined during the next hundred
years North Carolina as a whole, too, so that Mr. Chater
might write his dirge-paragraph to that era in that State,
nevertheless, the end is not yet in those favoured regions. . . .
The process by which that par excellence Nordic city went
to work may be thus lightly outlined. The home-manu-
facturing plus peddling activities of New England increased
steadily after the first impulse of the Declaration of Inde-
pendence. Roughly navigable roads took the place of the
footpaths which had been all that threaded the forests of the
greater part of the Middle and Southern Colonies, In the
greater portion of those areas the young men of light heart
and tongue gave way before bearded seniors with capital
and carts, and the proportions of the trade grew enormous.
The famous Yankee Pedlar had been evolved . . . who
sold the nutmegs made of wood and clocks that wouldn't
figger. . . . That must have been one of the earliest verses
of my youth, as Sam Slick, the clockmaker, was one of my
earliest heroes. He represented, indeed, for me as for the rest
of the outside world the cunning, swindling, cozening best
occupation is other than farming and who therefore depend on other
lines of business for their principal income. In areas remote from urban
centres the farm operators on these farms generally report their occupation
as farming, but supplement their incomes from work other than farming
in their locality. . . . sometimes hi industrial centres at distant points."
... A definition which would include at once the Eshericks of Paoli,
the Strolling Players of Mr. Dieters* Company with their bus, and the
citizens of the ideal communities adumbrated at the end of my chapter
on New Jersey truck-farm ing (Part II, Chapter II).
I am glad to see that the writer of the admirable Chapter III of Types
of Farming makes the comment: "These part-time farms are of a great
deal of interest and apparently are becoming of greater importance
all the time." . . . This was written between the Census of 1930 and
the date of the printing in 1933, so that, although later statistics are not
at the moment of writing, we may take it that in the opinion of that
writer—whose authority is unquestionable—the part-time farms of the
country were on the increase, as I have myself asserted, at least until
well into the years of Crisis. There could be no healthier national sign.

